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Abstract— Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are employed
to generate unique signature to be used for integrated circuit
(IC) identification and authentication. Existing PUFs exploit only
process variations for generating unique signature. Due to the
spatial correlation between process parameters, such PUFs will be
vulnerable to be modeled or leak information under side-channel
attacks. The PUF we present in this paper, called PE-PUF, takes
into account both process and environmental variations which
magnifies chip-to-chip signature randomness and uniqueness. PEPUF takes into account process variations, temperature, power
supply noise and crosstalk; all these effects are major sources
of variations and noise in integrated circuits. Designers would
be able to select PE-PUF response by applying different input
patterns.? Furthermore, PE-PUF imposes no routing constraints
to the design. The gates in PE-PUF are distributed across the
entire chip and cannot be easily identified/modeled or leak
side-channel information. Simulation results demonstrate that
each IC can be uniquely characterized by PE-PUF with higher
secrecy rate when compared to other PUFs that use only process
variations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the current trend in globalization, intellectual property (IP) vendors and system integrators have to deal with
IC/IP counterfeiting more than ever. Many methods have
already been proposed for identification and authentication of
ICs [1] [2] [3]. A unique identifier in an IC can be embedded
to give the IC a unique identity. Such approach can identify
the IC, but may not necessarily authenticate it. A secret key
must be embedded into each IC to enable authentication.
Recently a major growth in the type and strength of attacks on
secured devices has been observed [4] [5] [6]. Some attacks
may be invasive, e.g., removal of the package and layers of
the IC. However, some other attacks are non-invasive; they
circumvent the data channel and instead exploit the so called
side-channels. The side-channel signal analysis is proven to
be effective in extracting secret keys from secure devices with
much less effort and time compared to brute force attacks.
One potential solution to the above attacks is to extract the
secret key from the IC itself. For the IC to work properly,
this key needs to remain secret. That is, the packaged IC has
to be made resistant to many different attacks that attempt to
discover the key. However, making an IC tamper-resistant to
all forms of attacks is a challenging problem.
Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) are receiving much
attention from hardware security and cryptography community
as a new approach for IC identification, authentication and
key generation [1] [3] [9] [14] [22]. Silicon PUFs exploit
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inherent physical variations that exist in integrated circuits.
PUF’s inherent uncontrollable and unpredictable features make
it suitable for IC identification and authentication [8]. As the
variations for each IC are unique, a distinct PUF signature can
be obtained for each IC. The signature can be identified by
designers as a sign of genuine IC and is used to enable it.
Thus, pirated ICs cannot be enabled and will become useless.
Traditionally, some secret keys are placed in non-volatile
memories. However, non-volatile memories need tampersensing circuits or advanced manufacturing materials which
require large cost overhead and power consumption. Furthermore, since key is still stored in digital format, it cannot avoid
invasive attack [7]. Differently, PUFs are actually sensors
which can sense the unpredictable random analog variations
in an IC and convert them into secret digital keys therefore,
the secrecy of key is significantly improved.
A. Prior Related Works
As mentioned above, a PUF is designed in a way to
be able to sense on-chip variations and translate them into
digital signatures. Generally, there are three types of PUF
architectures namely cover-based PUF, memory-based PUF,
and delay-based PUF. Cover-based PUF can be further divided
into the categories of optical PUF and electric PUF. Optical
PUF [9] is a layer of special material which has randomly
distributed light scattering coefficients. If illuminated by a
laser beam, random interference patterns can be obtained as
response signature. However, optical PUF needs special optical
material covered by additional manufacturing process, and
IC authentication requires equipments such as accurate laser
instruments and camera which make the application of optical
PUF limited in practice. Electric PUF is implemented by
protective coating. The coating layer has randomly distributed
dielectric coefficients [10]. A constantly powered sensor array
distributed across the whole layer is used to measure coating
unit capacitance variation where generates PUF signature. The
fabrication cost, sensor array power consumption, and area
overhead of this PUF can be quite significant.
Memory-based PUFs exploit the vulnerable balance of
SRAM cross-coupled transistors to intrinsic process variations.
Uncontrollable random SRAM contents can be generated
during power-up. The random contents are then used as PUF
signature [11] [12] [13] [14]. The drawback of memory-based
PUF is that every memory element generates a fixed onebit signature. Hence the signature for a specific chip is fixed
and non-reconfigurable, as there is no challenge mechanism
involved. Furthermore, the signature in SRAM memory still
has a probability of being invasively accessed.
Delay-based PUFs convert on-chip variations into random
delay and use arbiter [1] [2] [15] [16] or ring oscillator [3]

[17] to translate random delay into PUF signature. Delaybased PUFs have the feature of being low cost (i.e., low area
overhead) since most of them are composed of synthesizable
digital gates and use digital signals as PUF response. However,
existing delay-based PUFs exploit only IC’s process variations
for signature generation. Recently a new PUF was introduced
in [14], called the Butterfly PUF. It is based on cross-coupling
of two latches or flip-flops. The mechanism for this PUF is
similar to the memory-based PUF [11] but has the advantage
that it can be implemented on any SRAM FPGA.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
Existing delay-based PUFs exploit only process variations
for generating unique signatures. Due to the spatial correlation between process parameters such PUFs will be (i)
vulnerable to be modeled, (ii) leak information under sidechannel attacks, and (iii) provide low signature uniqueness.
The PUF we present in this paper, called PE-PUF, takes
into account both process and environmental variations which
significantly magnifies chip-to-chip signature randomness and
uniqueness. PE-PUF takes into account process variations,
temperature, power supply noise and crosstalk; all these effects are major sources of variations and noise in modern
integrated circuits. These noises are induced by circuit activity
which is generated from applying input patterns (here, also
called challenge). Designers would be able to select PEPUF response by applying different input patterns to the IC.
The gates in PE-PUF are distributed across the entire chip
and cannot be easily identified/modeled or leak side-channel
information. Our simulation results demonstrate that each IC
can be uniquely characterized by PE-PUF with higher secrecy
rate when compared to traditional ring-oscillator based PUFs
that use only process variations.
The paper is organized as following. Section II decribes
environmental variations’ contribution to a PUF signature
randomness and uniqueness. Section III presents the architecture for PE-PUF. Section IV displays experimental results to
demonstrate the performance improvements of PE-PUF compared to traditional ring-oscillator PUF. Finally, concluding
remarks are in Section V.
II. E NVIRONMENTAL VARIATIONS I MPACT ON
R ING -O SCILLATOR PUF
A. Randomness in Oscillation Frequency
A simple ring-oscillator PUF contains an odd numbers
of inverters. Its oscillation frequency is determined by the
sum of inverters delay. It is possible to trace the effect of
process/environmental variations effect on inverter delay (tinv )
using first-order CMOS inverter delay equation [18] as,
tinv =

0.52CL VDD
W μεox
V
Lef f tox DSAT (VDD − VT

− VDSAT /2)

(1)

where CL is inverter’s load capacitance, VDD is supply voltage, W is gate width, Lef f is effective channel length, μ is the
mobility of carriers, εox = 3.97 × ε0 = 3.5e − 11F/m, tox is
oxide thickness, VDSAT is the saturation source-drain voltage

and VT is threshold voltage. It is well known that process
variations make transistor parameters CL , W , Lef f , VDSAT ,
and tox differ randomly on a manufactured IC. In addition,
parameters such as VDD , VDSAT and VT are susceptible
to environmental variations, including temperature, supply
voltage and crosstalk. Hence, inverter delay tinv would be
a random value due to within-die and die-to-die process and
environmental variations.
The oscillation frequency fos of a ring oscillator with Ninv
inverters can vary as well due to the variations as shown in
Equation 2.
1
fos =
(2)
2Ninv tinv
Therefore, individual inverter delay variations are accumulated and displayed in oscillation frequency fluctuation.
B. Analyzing the Impact of Environmental Variations on Oscillation Frequency
In modern designs, supply voltage, temperature and
crosstalk variations contribute the most to on-chip environmental variations. These effects are input-pattern dependent;
they differ from one pattern to another. Also, they are sequence
dependent, i.e., the following patterns impact will depend on
the previous pattern that was applied to the IC. The three major
effects are briefly described below.
1. Power Supply Noise: When an input pattern is applied
to a circuit, it will create a large number of switchings in
the circuit. The switching will increase dynamic power
and cause voltage drop on power lines and voltage
increase on ground lines [24]. This effect is known as
power supply noise. When the voltage reaching a gate
changes, it will change the delay characteristics of the
gate.
2. Temperature: Increase in power also increases the temperature over time depending on the type and number of
patterns applied to the circuit. Temperature distribution
depends on the location of switchings and distribution
of power consumption in the circuit.
3. Crosstalk: As technology feature size scales, interconnect spacing and width are also being reduced. However,
in order to keep the resistance low, the thickness of the
wires is not scaled at the same rate. This produces tall
sidewalls between long parallel interconnects separated
by very little space, which creates a parasitic coupling
capacitance between wires. Due to this fact, crosstalk
has become a significant contributor to signal integrity
problems in modern designs [25].
To verify environmental variations’ effect on oscillator,
we design a 7-inverter ring oscillator with two interconnects
nearby (A1 and A2) in 90nm technology node [19] and
simulated it by Hspice [20]. The circuit is shown in Figure 1.
In Figure 2, the supply voltage of the 7 inverters on the ring
oscillator are swept from 1.12V to 1.2V with 0.01V sweep
range. Figure 3 shows oscillation variation when temperature
changes from −35o C to 75o C in 5o C step. Finally, Figure
4 displays the oscillation rising edge variation at observation
point P in Figure 1 from 11.1ns to 11.3ns with interconnect
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A ring oscillator in a circuit with a couple of nearby interconnects.
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(gates and interconnects) in the entire circuit would impact
the operation of the ring oscillators. This is due to the fact
that process variations would impact power supply noise
distribution since it will impact the switching arrival times
on circuit nets. It will impact the temperature distribution and
crosstalk in a similar manner as well. Thus, environmental
variations are distinct from chip to chip. With technology
shrinking, manufacturing randomness on wire, gate and layer
dimensions are less understood and more uncontrollable [21].
The manufacturing randomness results in unpredictable unit
resistance, capacitance and inductance, which means even
applying same patterns to different chips will induce different
temperature, voltage drop and crosstalk.
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The impact of supply volgate on oscillation frequency.

A1 rise arrival time varying in 0.2ns range. In this simulation
A2 is kept quiescent. The bold line in the figure represents
crosstalk-free oscillation waveform, while other lines represent
crosstalk affected waveforms.
From Figures 2, 3 and 4, it can be seen that oscillation
frequency changes significantly with change in temperature,
supply volgate, and crosstalk. It can also be impacted “directly” by crosstalk effects between the switching on nearby
nets or “indirectly” when crosstalk changes the arrival time
of transitions in the circuit which impacts the distribution of
voltage drop in the circuit. That will, in turn, impacts ring
oscillator’s frequency.
The final effect to consider in PE-PUF is process variations. Since traditional PUFs only take process variations
into account, during IC authentication, the entire circuitry is
in idle mode while ring oscillator operates. However, when
the entire circuit operates at the same time as PUF, as in
PE-PUF, the process variations exist in all the components
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The impact of temperature on oscillation frequency.
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III. PE-PUF
As mentioned earlier, the main objective in designing our
PUF, called PE-PUF, is to take both process variations and
environmental variations into consideration to increase randomness and uniqueness. Hence, PE-PUF signature is determined not only by process variations inherent in PUF circuitry
but also by input patterns. During authentication process, PEPUF’s responses are collected as input patterns are applied to
the IC. Any functional input patterns can be used as challenge
to PE-PUF. In modern designs with hundreds of inputs, the
challenge-response pair count could be unlimited. IC input
patterns are known and chosen only by designers therefore,
the adversary will not have access to PUF responses. Also,
since sequence of vectors is extremely important in generating
switching in the circuit to induce environmental variations, it
makes it much more challenging for the adversary to model
the PE-PUF and identify the right input patterns. Note that in
PE-PUF, the challenges are not applied to the PUF rather they
are applied to the circuit.
A. PE-PUF Architecture
When PE-PUF is impacted by the variations, the accumulated delay difference is expressed as oscillation count Ncount
in a time frame T where
T
(3)
Ncount =
2Ninv tinv
T represents the number of input patterns applied to the
circuit based on designer’s chosen application frequency. Suppose process/environmental variations change one inverter’s
delay by Δt. Its impact on Ncount , denoted as ΔNcount , will
be calculated by
T Δt
T
T
≈±
−
2 t2
2Ninv tinv
2(Ninv tinv ± Δt)
2Ninv
inv
(4)
From Equation 4, it can be seen that for certain time frame
T , a smaller Ninv and tinv means a higher sensitivity of
Ncount to delay variation Δt caused by process/environmental
variations. In PE-PUF, each ring oscillator is composed of
only 3 small inverters and an AND gate to enable/disable the
oscillation.
Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of PE-PUF we propose.
PE-PUF contains M + 1 3-inverter oscillators to generate M bit signatures. One counter connects to each oscillator. The 3
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PE-PUF architecture in an IC.

inverters in an oscillator are distributed across the whole die
to make variations between different inverters large. The long
interconnect between inverters is a good victim for crosstalk
effect and interconnect variations. The linear feedback shift
register (LFSR) in production test is reused to apply internal
random patterns as challenges. For simplicity, ground lines are
not shown in this figure. The small control unit controls the
entire identification and authentication procedure. During this
procedure, designers can choose random seeds known only
to them. LFSR then generates input patterns according to its
seeds scanned in and apply them to the circuit to induce noise.
B. PE-PUF Operation Flow
The potential challenge set for a PE-PUF is an unlimited
functional pattern set generated by LFSR. The responses are
collected by comparing the neighbouring oscillators after a
pattern set is applied. A pattern set is defined as N number
of patterns that are applied by LFSR; N =4 in this work.
Comparing neighbourhing oscillators means comparing the
oscillation count between RO1 and RO2 , RO2 and RO3 , ...,
and ROM and ROM +1 . If the oscillation count for ROi−1 is
larger than that of ROi , ’1’ is generated at the output line;
Otherwise, a ’0’ will be gernerated. In our architecture, a PEPUF with M + 1 oscillators can generate an M -bit signature
after one pattern set is applied. Finally, after applying K sets
of patterns, a signature of length K ×M could be generated for
the IC under authentication. The PE-PUF signature generation
flow is shown in Figure 6.
C. PE-PUF’s Reconfigurability
Since, traditional ring-oscillator based PUFs only sense
process variations, its signature is predefined during manufacturing process and cannot be changed by designers, i.e.,
it is input-pattern independent. However, PE-PUF has the
ability of sensing both random environmental and process
variations and translating them into one digital signature. The
advantage of PE-PUF is that the environmental variations
can be changed by the random input pattern sets chosen
and applied by designers. Thus, PE-PUF’s signatures can be

Fig. 6.

PE-PUF K × M -bit signature generation flow.

determined by designers. A designer can apply various random
patterns generated using different seeds to the IC. Furthermore,
the length of signatures can also be changed by applying
different number of pattern sets. Such capability makes it
extremely difficult for adversaries to obtain PE-PUF signature.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
A PE-PUF with M =17 ring oscillators is implemented on
ISCAS’89 s9234 benchmark [26] in 90nm technology node.
The challenge input patterns are 30-bit random patterns that
are applied to 30 primary inputs. The patterns are applied
at a frequency of 1GHz; This circuit has very short paths.
Four random patterns exist in each pattern set, hence each
pattern set application takes 4ns (i.e., T =4ns). Choosing 4
random patterns to form a patterns set is to keep counter size
small and at the same time make ring oscillators sense enough
environmental variations leading to sufficient counter value
variations. 17 5-bit counters are enabled when the first pattern
in a pattern set is applied and disabled after 4ns when the
entire pattern set is applied. After a pattern set is applied, the
neighbouring counters’ contents are compared and a 16-bit
PE-PUF signature is generated. The final signature length is
determined by the number of applied pattern sets K, and it
would be of length 16 × K bits. The whole circuit behavior
including all 17 PE-PUFs are simulated by Synopsys NanoSim
tool [20].
A. Attack Analysis
Traditional ring-oscillator PUF’s oscillation are usually located in pairs next to each other [17] [23]. If a PUF is used for
on-chip key generation, it can be susceptible to power-based
side-channel attacks. The oscillation frequency information
can be easily accessed using such attacks. The dash line in
Figure 7 shows the supply voltage waveform of a power pad
near a traditional oscillator PUF. From the power waveform,
the oscillation period can easily be analyzed by measuring
the distance of valley peaks. Once adversary obtains the
oscillation frequencies, obtaining the PUF signature becomes
much easier. Two ring oscillators are placed in close proximity
of power pad that results in large voltage drop on the power
pad as seen in Figure 7.
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PE-PUF has two main advantages in dealing with power
side-channel attacks. First, each ring oscillator needs only
three inverters and they are separated across the whole die
as shown in Figure 5. The solid line in Figure 7 represents
the power trace of the same power pad when PE-PUF is
employed. Compared with the power trace of traditional oscillator PUF, the oscillation frequency information is completely
submerged into the power supply noise. Secondly, the oscillation frequency highly depends on the input patterns which
is known only to designer. From Figure 8, it can be seen
that the counters’ values of ring oscillators vary randomly
when applying 1500 different random pattern sets. Hence,
even if the adversary can make the oscillators oscillate and
find its power pad, the signature generated by PE-PUF will
be different when applying designer’s pattern sets. Also, note
that pattern set applied at different frequencies can result in
different environmental variations in the circuit adding another
layer of security to PE-PUF.
Figure 9 shows the Hamming distances of 100 16-bit PEPUF signatures generated after applying 100 random pattern
sets. Figure 9 shows that more than 65% of signatures have
Hamming distance larger than 0.4 from each other. That is,
on average, more than 40% of bits in each two signatures
are different. Hence, by changing input pattern sets designers
can change PE-PUF response, which represents PE-PUF’s
reconfigurability.
B. Uniqueness Analysis
Here, the signature uniqueness of traditional PUF which
also has 17 ring oscillators using neighbouring counters is
compared with the one generated by PE-PUF. For the traditional ring oscillator, since its signature only determined
by process variations, its signature length is fixed to 16 bits.
During simulation 100 signatures are collected after running
traditional oscillator PUF on 100 different chips. The process
variations of 100 different chips are generated in NanoSim
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Fig. 9. Signatures from applying random pattern sets (100 16-bit signatures’
Hamming distance distribution when applying 100 different random pattern
sets to same chip).

[20] Monte Carlo mode and their distrubutions as following
[21]:
1. 5% intra-die, 5% inter-die, 3 sigma variation for L.
2. 15% intra-die, 15% inter-die, 3 sigma variation for Vth .
3. 1.5% intra-die, 1.5% inter-die, 3 sigma variation for Tox .
4. 7.5% intra-die, 7.5% inter-die, 3 sigma variation for
interconnect resistance R.
Same process variation distribution is used to simulate a 17
ring-oscillator PE-PUF on 100 different chips. The patterns
applied to the 100 different chips are same. However, as
mentioned above, PE-PUF’s signature heavily depends on
input patterns and its signature length is based on the number
of pattern sets designers wish to apply. In this experiment 1,
2, 4 and 8 pattern sets (each pattern set include 4 patterns) are
applied, and 100 16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit and 128-bit signatures
are collected, respectively. Note that since we generate 100
versions of our target design using Monte Carlo by applying
various process variations, each version of the design represent
one chip.
From Figure 10 and Table I, it is seen that the average
Hamming distance of traditional PUF is as low as 0.0864
and 0.1152 with 1.15% and 2.20% signature pairs having
Hamming distance larger than 0.3125 for 25o C and 60o C,
respectively. That is, chips cannot be easily differentiated
from each other by such signatures. In other words, the
signature randomness is very low. From the 4950 signature
pairs collected, 1090 signatures are identical. However, when
using PE-PUF, the probability distribution of haming distance
between signatures improves significantly under both temperature conditions. The increase is also seen as the pattern set
count increases (see Figures 10(c)-(j)). In other words, with increasing signature length, the Hamming distances between 100
signatures (i.e. 4950 signature pairs) increases significantly as
well.
As shown in Table I, by applying 8 pattern sets and generating 100 128-bit signatures, the average Hamming distance
is inscreased to 0.3560/0.3570 and 82%/85.2% signature pairs
have Hamming distances larger than 0.3125 for temperatures
25o C/60o C. To make a fair comparison with traditional PUF,
compare Rows 2 and 3. Row 2 (zero pattern set) represents
traditional PUF with 16-bit signature and Row 3 represents
PE-PUF with one pattern set applied which generates 16-bit
signatures. The comparison shows a great difference in terms
of average Hamming distance. From the analysis above, it
has been demonstrated that to achieve same uniqueness and
randomness, the cost of PE-PUF is much lower than traditional
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Fig. 10. Hamming distance distribution of traditional PUF and PE-PUF under
two temperature conditions (25o C/ 60o C) and when 1, 2, 4 and 8 pattern
sets are applied.

oscillator PUFs.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel PUF, called PE-PUF, that
takes into account all types of variations in integrated circuits.
PE-PUF is able to significantly improve signature randomness
and uniqueness when compared to traditional ring-oscillator
PUFs that only take process variations into account. PEPUF was implemented on ISCAS’89 s9234 benchmarks. Our
analysis showed that environmental variations such as power
supply noise, temperature, and crosstalk have major impact on
oscillator frequency.
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